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Ian Banks: Culture Ships
Circumstantial Evidence
Contrarian
Deadlier Than The Mail
Divisible Prime
Division by Zero
Do it My Way
Do Not Know, So Cannot Say
Don't Let The Name Fool You
Don't Make Me Come Over There
Don't Say You Weren't Warned
Don't Touch That Button ...
Even Odds
Everything I say Is A Lie
Final Argument
Fine Till You Came Along
Flexible Demeanour
Formal Complaint
Full Refund
Funny Meeting You Here
Funny, It Worked Last Time...
Prosthetic Conscience
General Protection Fault
Gray Area
No More Mr Nice Guy
Guilty by Association
Honest Mistake
Horse of Another Color
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Do you believe F1 teams need monitoring?
Do you think they could be competitive without it?
When do you think the monitoring components are added to a Formula 1 car?
How much data do you think a formula 1 car generates in a race weekend?
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Formula 1 - What’s the big
deal about Monitoring?

• Some say Formula one is more a business than a sport
•If so it is one of the most competitive Business environments
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Formula 1 - Telemetry

• Telemetry refers to the automatic
measurement and transmission of data by
wire, radio, or other means from a remote
source.
Selected excepts from HP Formula 1 press releases; Photos from HP press release

Telemetry gathering at WilliamsF1
Formula One is differentiated from other forms of motor racing by the superiority of technology used in the sport.
Telemetry refers to the automatic measurement and transmission of data by wire, radio, or other means from a remote source.
In Formula One this data includes vital information about engine performance, aerodynamic efficiency, oil pressure, tyre grip and brake wear, as well as
numerous measurements taken from the car regarding the driver's progression on the track.
Every second of every lap over 150,000 measurements are made by the WilliamsF1 BMW FW26's on-board computer from almost 200 separate sensors on
the car. This data is then transmitted securely, using microwave technology, to the engineers in the pit lane, and compiled and processed simultaneously on
a range of HP computing platforms for further analysis by the Team.
Using specially created WilliamsF1 software, the computers translate the data into a numerical and graphical form that the Team can interpret. Once
assembled, these graph readouts supply the engineers and technicians with an accurate, real-time picture of how the drivers and cars are performing.
"We can track the car right round the circuit," said Sam Michael, Chief Operations Engineer at WilliamsF1. "We have multiple pages covering everything from
the driver to the hydraulics, the steering angle into the corner, where he has lifted off the throttle… anything we want, really."
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Formula 1 - Data, data everywhere

•

A modern F1 paddock:
•
•
•

•

Huge aerials and satellite dishes on top of every team's truck,
along the pit wall more aerials
wireless devices connect engineers, mechanics and drivers to the team network.

"When you finish a session, and all the information has been downloaded from the car,
you sit down with the engineers, look at the data and from that you make the decisions,”
- Juan Pablo Montoya.
Selected excepts from HP Formula 1 press releases; Photos from The Cahier Archive

A modern F1 paddock:
Huge aerials and satellite dishes on top of every team's truck,
along the pit wall more aerials
wireless devices connect engineers, mechanics and drivers to the team network.
The technicians, engineers, mechanics and drivers alike spend significant parts of a race weekend, searching the data for that vital millisecond advantage.
About 10Gigabytes of data is produced for each car over a race weekend - about 1G per hour of running.
Drivers also use the telemetry to evaluate their driving and locate areas where they could improve their lap times:
by accelerating earlier,
braking later or
taking a better line around a corner.
Compartive analysis with their team-mate’s data
"When you finish a session, and all the information has been downloaded from the car, you sit down with the engineers, look at the data and from that you
make the decisions,” - Juan Pablo Montoya.

Formula 1 - The extended life of a
data bit

•
•

Data collected from the cars is used at the track and sent to the Team’s headquarters and the various
contributing manufacturers (BMW, Bridgestone etc) for analysis in real-time.
"Track data represents the lifeblood of design," says Chief Designer Gavin Fisher. "It's the most
direct means to determine car behaviour in differing circumstances, and from different input
conditions.
Selected excepts from HP Formula 1 press releases; Photos from The Cahier Archive

Data collected from the cars is used at the track and sent to the Team’s headquarters and the various contributing manufacturers (BMW, Bridgestone etc) for analysis in realtime.
Engineers at HQ compile the information for review and future development. They also provide a second opinion for the engineers at the track
Actual data gathered at the track is used to drive simulations for testing new designs and ideas at the factory. For example the bumps on a track are simulated in a shaker rig
to test car strength. Real data is used so that designs are neither too heavy, nor too weak.
Designers take findings from data-analysis into account in their new designs and introduce new ways to improve overall car performance.
"Track data represents the lifeblood of design," says Chief Designer Gavin Fisher. "It's the most direct means to determine car behaviour in differing circumstances, and from
different input conditions. Analysis of this data is used to corroborate theoretical models, and stimulate leads for new designs. A new car is always the product of developing
the good and eradicating the bad from the old car. “
bi-directional telemetry enables the technicians in the garage to make adjustments to the car whilst it is still out on track. (now only allowed while the car in in the pits)
- HP Formula One

Designed in from the beginning

Monitoring and Management is designed-in from the beginning
Critical components are chosen based on their ability to process sufficient
data to provide appropriate management information.

Important Lessons from
Formula 1
The Data is used for many purposes:
Adjusting tactics during a race - (responsive)
Calculating Race Strategies - (managing)
Setting up the car for a race - (preparation)
Determining what went wrong should an incident have
occurred - (forensic)
Adjusting and refining car design and team strategy (Learning)
The Team would not be competitive without this data
And they believe that

The Team would not be competitive if it ignored this
data.
And they are certain of that

Types:Availability

–

•

Availability Availability is defined as a system resource being accessible in a timely fashion
Availability is usually expressed as a percentage of time the resource is available for servic

Types:Performance

•

Performance Understanding the performance requirements and metrics can be very
important in the success of the solution and how happy the end user is with the solution. A
wonderfully architected application will not have customers coming back if it does not
perform well.

Types:Usage & Capacity

•

Usage Understanding the usage requirement is the key to understanding how customers
can remain satisfied with the services offered. Some common questions to gather for the
usage requirements are:
– Does the customer have specific usage requirement?
– Do you want to offer personalized service based on the customerʼs profile?
– How much to charge users and on what basis?

Uses: Realtime Tactical Planning

Real-time tactical planning
Such as on-demand provisioning and sudden capacity growth issues

Uses:Mgmt & Strategic Planning

Management and Strategic planning
Business demand analysis
Capacity planning

Uses:Detailed analysis

Forensic Investigations (Business and Technical)
Who did it?
What happened?
Troubleshooting and Technical analysis
What caused the problem?
How do various components interact?
Testing Results
Predictive Failure warnings and Incident Notification
Early indicators of Problems
Automated Issue Escalation

Monitoring

CCC - Nedbank Ltd, Malcolm MacDonald 2007

Monitoring defined
Monitoring: The consumption and interpretation of events
generated by Instrumentation. The monitoring concept also
includes the initiation of other alerting mechanisms as a result of
these events: for example sending SMS or email.
This implies a module or application that is listening for these
events.
Since the monitoring tool must interpret the events, it would be
greatly simplified if these events arrived in a standardised format.
The Monitoring Infrastructure will be administered and supported
by the ESM team in GITO.
A Business Service Definition should include all the measures
required across all the components comprising the service in
order to effectively measure the availability, capacity and
performance of the service. These should all be instrumented to
satisfy the requirements specification.

Instrumentation defined
Instrumentation:
The part of an application or service that in conformance with its
non-functional specification, generates event messages in a
predetermined format and delivers these to a monitoring tool or
event service.
OR
A service within the infrastructure that as part of its functional
requirement observes activities within the infrastructure and raises
event messages based on predefined criteria and delivers these to
a monitoring tool. This may be the event service mentioned in the
first part of the definition.
Event Messages should be generated according to a standardised
format.
This document will not propose that format, but simply indicate that
the stakeholders (consumers of alerts and generators of alerts)
agree on a common format that will then be used across all SOA
instrumentation and monitoring.

Message Tracing & Tracking
Tracing: Appending metadata into the header of a message at
each node on its path to indicate the node it has passed
through and the activities performed ath that node.
Tracking: The ability to determine the route a transaction has
followed and all of the Services that have interacted with that
transaction during its journey from initiation to completion
(whether successful or not)
Transactions passing through the middleware infrastructure
can be tracked by automatic header modification performed
by the ESB in its standard configuration.
Nedbank specific configurations are only required to address
the consumption and interrogation of that tracking information.

Usage Metering defined
Usage Metering: The ability to determine which services have been consumed by
whom and in what quantities.
Usage metering implies that appropriate authentication has been applied to all
services consumed.
Third party usage metering is implied by the nature of many of the services being
provided
For example: If a client of the retail bank is authenticated and initiates a
service call, the activity is also logged against the retail bank that offered the
service to that client.
This implies that we are able to determine in which capacity the initiator of
that service is acting.
Flexibility is extended to the Cluster to either charge their client’s for a service
rendered or to absorb whatever charge may be incurred to provide that service
directly.
A metering report could report on the consumption of a Cluster across all services
or an end-user across all services.

Audit Trail defined

Audit Trail: A complete record of changes to data, including
the before and after values of each field, the time of the
change and the identity of the originator of the transaction
initiating this change.
The most likely end-user of the Audit-Trail records would
be the forensic audit team. The software developers may
also use audit trail data to help track down potential bugs
and to verify that the system has behaved according to
design.

Why is this good for us?
Have real information to motivate upgrades and do
capacity management.
Diagnostic tools to show exactly where a problem
occurred in a business process.
Know exactly what volumes are flowing through
your systems on a moment by moment basis
Base business decisions on accurate statistics
Be able to refer to real data quickly, when a
decision is needed.
Accurate and speedy forensic investigations
(Business and Technical)
And many other good things…
Thought: Capability to do monitoring is a design constraint in Formula 1,
why is it an afterthought in my Business.
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